
 

 

 

At Horsell, we all  love reading for pleasure. This edition will include recommendations from Your Year 

Six Librarians.  

A Different Sort of Normal  by 

Abigail Balfe 

This is an amazing book as it shows 

people who are autistic, how to be 

themselves. However, this book can 

be for everyone because it shows 

you that you are not alone. This 

book encourages young people not to feel left out 

and be more inclusive. This book can soothe you and 

make you feel a little less lonely. I would say that this 

book is for the ones who feel like they don’t belong, 

like they don’t fit. 

By Matilda  

Not My Fault by Cath Howe 

I have really enjoyed reading this book! It focuses 

on two sisters—Maya and Rose. It shows 

forgiveness and love, which are 

some of our school values. I highly 

recommend this book for anyone 

who enjoys a bit of family drama. 

By Veronica 

 

Witch For a Week  by Kaye Umansky 

Do you like mysteries and magic? Well, this book is 

for you! It is a great book to inspire and really 

notice the crazy adventures that need to be solved. 

Hidden in all the mystery, is a 

theme of friendship and love.  This 

book is great for 7-9 year olds! 

By Mahiba 

 

Being Miss Nobody by Tamsin Winter 

This is an interesting book; it is about a young girl 

who has no voice and can’t 

speak out. She has a hard time 

at school and doesn't know 

what to do. This book 

encourages people to reach out 

and I definitely recommend this 

book for Year 5 and 6.  

By Freya  

 

 

Operation Nativity by Jenny Pearson  

This is a fantasy story that features the Nativity. It is written by Jenny Pearson and has won 

the Laugh Out Loud book awards. It continuously draws me in with it’s hilarious characters 

and unexpected twists. It is about a large family putting on a nativity while the main character 

(and his sister) try to secretly fix Angel Gabriel's MASSIVE mistake. Want an adventure story 

that will make YOU laugh out loud? Read this book. It is perfect for anyone who loves 

Christmas. —By Rosie 

Harry Potter—Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them by J.K Rowling 

This book is very interesting and draws you in like a child smelling chocolate. It is all about the 

beasts that are mentioned in the famous Harry Potter series and explains more about them. It is 

fantastic for fantasy lovers and I would recommend this book for Year 5 and 6. 

By Ava 


